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SCOTT ANNOUNCES STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH SAVOYE

Scott Technology Ltd announces Partnership with one of the World’s Leading Storage
and Retrieval Companies.
Automation and robotics solutions provider, Scott Technology Limited (NZX: SCT), announces the
signing of a global partnership with Savoye, one of the world’s leading high-speed storage and
retrieval system organisation, as a further signal of Scott’s commitment to offering leading
technology in its chosen fields of expertise.
The relationship will allow Scott to expand its material handling and logistics systems to include the
critical component of automated carton storage and retrieval technology. This will seamlessly
integrate with Scott’s own conveying, sorting and palletising applications and enables the company
to offer a true end-to-end solution.
Scott CEO John Kippenberger, said: “The material handling and logistics business is already an
important part of the Scott global Group. This has largely been focused on Europe given the
successful legacy of the Alvey business which Scott acquired in 2018.
“We are excited about taking this existing carton handling and palletising technology to meat
processors, general frozen food manufacturers in several global markets – most notably the United
States - and believe the addition of the Savoye technology serves to strengthen this offer."
The partnership will expand the global reach and harness the natural strengths of both companies.
Scott and Savoye have extensive networks of global customers, facilities in multiple countries and a
combined history of over 160 years in business.
Savoye Director for Partnerships Hervé Aubert, said: “Savoye is very pleased to enter into this global
partnership with Scott which will enable the integration of Savoye's X-PTS® solution in a market
sector where Scott is a strong and renowned player. The combination of Scott's experience in endof-line solutions with Savoye's shuttle based X-PTS® storage solution will enable Scott to propose a
comprehensive solution for food applications".
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Both companies have focused efforts on opportunities within the U.S. market, and this strategic
alignment will help realise these.
Savoye North America Director Paul Deveikis, said: "We're glad to enter this partnership where
Scott's and Savoye's U.S. teams will develop a common solution for U.S. food companies. Savoye
North America will be able to accompany and support Scott through our shuttle manufacturing
facilities (Aurora Illinois) and integration teams based in the U.S.".
Scott and Savoye are already well advanced on two large project opportunities, one in Australasia
and the other in the United States.
ENDS
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About Scott
At Scott, we automate the future. The production line machinery we design and build deliver productivity gains and
exceptional reliability to many of the world’s leading manufacturers. We also go a step beyond engineering production
solutions to actually revolutionising entire industries – using robotics to automate manual processes and create genuine
competitive advantage.
For over 100 years Scott has looked to tomorrow and rapidly responded to shifting needs. Today, we have production
bases in the United States, Belgium, Czech Republic, France, Germany, China, Australia and New Zealand, customers in
88 countries, and a real commitment to developing new technology and bringing it to market. Across everything we do
you will discover true quality, advanced engineering and a renowned design aesthetic.
Scott. Quality that lasts. Quality that inspires.
About Savoye
SAVOYE is a global player in the design, manufacture and integration of machines and automated systems for
intralogistics and Supply Chain software solutions, thus offering a complete range of solutions to meet the needs of
logistics organisations, from the simplest to the most complex, that serve SMEs and key accounts.
Since 20 January 2020, SAVOYE's two main areas of expertise have been joined under two ranges:
Advanced Software, publishing software packages for Supply Chain Execution (OMS, WMS, WCS, TMS, EDI), including
the following flagship products: LM XT, LOGYS, MAGISTOR, LM TMS, LM OMS.
Advanced Technologies for the design, manufacture, and integration of intralogistics systems and its line of automated
and robotic goods-to-person solutions for heavy loads (MAGMATIC) and light loads (X-PTS), order preparation
systems, automated packing machines (JIVARO, E-JIVARO, and PAC 600 machines), conveyors (INTELIS).
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SAVOYE has three divisions internationally: Savoye North America Inc. in the USA, Savoye China in Asia, and Savoye
Europe & MEA.
Savoye has 760 employees worldwide, and its turnover was €130 million in 2019.
Website: www.savoye.com

